THE BORING
CRAVING FOR CHANGE

HOME IS WHERE FRIENDS ARE
Landscape changing, we still driving fuelled by passion but also love and friendship.
Rain or snow, I know where to find a warm place, happy faces, no fucking vices.
Lend your hand; then get in the van!
We’re safe together, that’s why I’m calling you all my home.
Home’s where friends are! Watch out for your bros and sista!
Home’s where friends are! Fuelled by passion, love and friendship!
I don’t wanna sound like Roger Miret, but this one’s for family and friends
Home’s where friends are! Nothing more nothing to less to say!
We already said that, every band already said it, but we say it again: our friends are our home, our music is our fight, and
we’ll die fighting.

ANY PAINKILLER FOR MY SHOULDERS?
Scars from yesterday are not healing well!
Ghosts from the past are everywhere!
This world is a fucking burden for every new life created.
We have to protect this garden, from everything our fathers left.
At birth we’re innocent, but with time passing by, we’re compliant!
Still, we’re not the ones who made this world falling apart!
Dealing with consequences of choices we didn’t make…
We’re still fucking crushed by the weight of their years of glory.
But we’ll heal these scars, we’re together,
No matter how painful exit wounds will be or how long we will bleed.
Cause we’ll heal together from everything our fathers did:
They’ve wasted what nature gave us, and still taking bread from our children’s mouth!
Ghosts from the past are hard to kill!
To make them fall, who’re you gonna call, no Ghostbusters, it’s just you and me
And I give today my solidarity to send ghosts back, back to the past
And I give today my solidarity to heal the scars from yesterday!
Our choice, our turn “one life one chance” to refuse this fucking heritage!
Refuse it! We won’t change the world in one life, but we refuse to carry on this heritage!
To explain this, I always say: I didn’t choose to use drinkable water to flush my shit in the toilets. That’s stupid (wasting
drinkable water for shit) but that’s in the law. I didn’t choose nuclear energy, I never asked the use of pesticides, but that’s
everywhere... Why don’t we change what’s not logical for the humanity? Fathers in this song don’t’ mean dads, but decisions
made by leaders, and their compliant plebe.

THE NEW TERROR
Who
Who
Who
Now

makes us think that we're responsible if we have no job, no cash, no life?
makes us think that we are the problem, of these crises, we, the poor?
tells us that unemployment is fucking caused by immigration?
who's doing everything they can, to make us living in fear?

These governments are nothing, nothing but fucking terrorists
To protect themselves and industries,
These governments are nothing, nothing but fucking terrorists
To deny us and our dreams
Desperation, guiltiness, hate of difference and selfishness
Planted as seeds in our brains to terrorize us, we're divided
They throw us a bone, feeding the starving ones, with lies and hate
They terrorize us, they deny us just pay and give your vote
They terrorize us, they deny us, shut up and give your vote
They just need us to get our vote, they just need us to get our vote
They do need us so raise your head don’t live in fear

THEIR REIGN
This fucking money system is based on vicious lies,
They’ve created needs we never asked for.
It seems to us that they're the ones in need of consumers.
The game is rigged but we're still playing cause we're trapped into it.
It's ruining our lives. This same fucking path: birth-school-work…and die alone!
We're giving a lot of time to earn money to live,
While they're taking our life to make money to rest.
Their bonuses are based on our misfortune.
Their bonuses are based on our misfortune.
They make us believe it's a one way street but we'll take a side way or the reverse one!
Until we hit the finishing line!
Same system, same faces!
Digging lands to raise their mountains,
For decades of decadence.
Their bonuses are based on our misfortune.
Same system, same faces, same shit!
(Bernanke, Geithner, Paulson are three bankers controlling some high bank authorities (US federal bank etc…). They’re not
alone, but they’ve just been taken as an example after having seen the documentary “Inside Job”.» Those shitheads allowed
speculation for everything and deregulated a lot of financial rules that lead to the subprime crisis and then to the world
financial crisis. But bankers and CEO’s have been getting big pay raise during this so-called crisis. We need to change
everything: faces and system.

PUMP UP THE VOLUME
Did we forget who we are, why we died, what happened before?
Where it came from, what we were, where it's going?
And all the lies, all the images, all the dreams they got into our brains?
But I'm not blind!
I see the outside walls of this rat race.
Standing straight instead of crawling, getting Stronger instead of giving up!
Feeding on every word the say, we'll spit their culture back in their face!
Their ears will bleed from the sound of our voices.
As silence is violence our screams will bring back peace!
And break the walls of our jail.
We'll run the race no more.
We'll dream and hope again!
This one is just a reminder: silence equals our death. Speak out, spread the message and stop living like a silent shit.

ABOUT TIME
We still growing up and it won’t stop, but sometimes tomorrow seems so far away!
As we were never taught, we’re always learning and fuck things up.
Time passes by, we raise our minds, but still our bodies keep us down.
Daily 9 to 5 with 4 hours sleep is breaking us down.
How can we be so short every fucking day!
I guess this is the price of having “started today”.
Rather be time’s slave than of stupid rules,
The cold clocking watch won’t fade the flame of our belief!
At least we tried, time passes by, we fuck things up but.
At least we tried, and looking forward we won’t give up.
We won’t give up, and if you don’t come I’ll go it alone
I won’t give up, I’ll never will, I’ll never will!
We’ll hardly get the chance to perform everything we want in one life, especially if you want to do it respecting everyone and
everything on earth. Time is a bitch; it keeps us to a rhythm not really compatible with our will. But fuck it, at least we tried
to do what we wanted.

THE END OF HISTORY
I guess now we’re all free!
Or did I understand Marx wrong?
Putting an end to history was supposed to be the final step.
But dumbing down the kids is no freedom,
It’s indeed more like keeping us on the ground.
They don’t want them to remember stuff.
They need good mathematic soldiers.
How stupid is it to tell us to forget the journey we all did,
With its glory and its shame.
I wanna remember what our fathers did to fuck this up, to trap us in there.
I don’t wanna believe this is how it’s supposed to be.
“Scientific power has outrun our spirits
We have guided missiles and a misguided youth.”
Clone’s war is not a fiction, not anymore.
In September 2011, History became optional for the high school students specialised in sciences. It’s not such a big deal at
the first look, but if you scratch the surface, there is a real aim to dumb down people concerning what can be related to
history, philosophy, art. Cause the governments and industries don’t need cultivated people, they just need calculator
machines that can be influenced.
“Our scientific power has outrun our spiritual power. We have guided missiles and misguided men.”
Exact quote from Martin Luther King Jr.

FUTURE IS UNWRITTEN, BUT I HATE THE TREND IT TAKES
What is our future? What is going on? What is the potential of improvement?
Schools are fucking dying; health is in a dead end: how should it help our future?
Tell us what's the big picture, cause all I can see is wasted public money.
Tell us what will you do when your illiterate kid will need a doctor?
What I see is:
Increase of repression: regression.
Decrease of education: regression.
Public debt explosion: regression.

Everything leads us to become a dead nation!
One thousand symptoms, but only one disease:
An injustice system ruled out by the same old shitheads.
But some causes are worth to fight that’s why we'll keep fighting.
Just a quick shout about how our leaders by taking wrong decision now are killing tomorrow. We have to change it, and fight
to keep social rights and preserve the earth.

BRAINDEAD (part III)
What are those images going through your screen?
Or those you can see from Hollywood Magazines?
Selling life quality of massive richness,
Hiding its stupidity and its emptiness!
How can we stand this culture preaching for the way of life of vultures?
How can we stand these messages?
Reducing people to images of something they're not!
Selfishness & richness, but this is just emptiness!
Some may look for acceptance, but I won’t be a copy of what they want!
Some want to look like a reference, but what the fuck is the point?
Emptiness, fulfilling our eyes and ears!
Emptiness, makes us braindead, makes us spend!
Emptiness, selfishness & richness!
Cultural distress, our fate is emptiness.
The more you show, the higher you'll fall!
In our childhood (that’s not so far) there was a shitload of shitty music videos. But at least lyrics and images were about a
tangible subject like “love”, loneliness, social stuff, tolerance … some were telling stories etc… now it’s all about making a
party, having a quick sex, dancing whores, big pool, bigger flat screen TV, bigger amount of cocaine, and how much money
you can spend. And youth is following the trend. Fuck that!

CHEAP WORD GAME, YOUTH ANTHEMS
Can’t you hear the voice inside me?
It’s telling me to piss off authority,
It’s telling me to give them hell,
It’s telling me to rise against them.
It's the part of me that still a child,
Making me stay apart of your world full of rules and full of shit,
That I'd like to explode with a big firecracker!
Cause that's what we are: some children stucked in grown-up bodies.
Forced to life’s responsibilities, but our child heart is like a bomb!
And someday it will explode, can't you hear the tick tick tick in our hearts?
That will bring the world back to human basics!
Not giving up! I can’t say goodbye to my child heart!
Yeah this is just the way we live! We’ll bring the world back to human basics!
When we wrote this song, it sounded like Kid Dynamite. It still does. Very much. So, we made a lame word-game (as usual)
with Child bomb, and we’re proud of it. So hear that, and go fuck yourself if you don’t like it.

THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE WEAPON INDUSTRY
So it’s on again… The good’s fighting the bad, another war for peace.
For a good reason, there’s nothing bad to pull out the weapons of peace.
Peace with post colonies, ‘till good gets what he needs,
Then the bad’s just a tradable piece. Another war for oil and resources!
But what about “developed” countries reinforcing their armies?
What about this arms race, raising hate and weapon industry exchange rate?
New rules for this old game: the art of covered war.
War for peace! Human rights as a reason to kill.
War for peace! Hypocrisy of the blood industry.
When you’re safe at home, some are facing bombs.
No real peace where there are resources.
There’s no war for peace! Just war for profit!
War for profit! 20 000 nuclear weapons in the world. For what? For who? For when?
I just can’t understand! War for profit!
There’s no war for peace, just war for profit.
Russia, USA and France are the 3 leaders for exportation of weapons in the world. In the top countries for importation, lots
are classified by the very same Russia/USA/France as dangerous, terrorists or unstable (i.e. Syria, Pakistan…)... This song
was written originally about Lybia (French government covering his ass by killing a “tradable piece”). But the hypocrisy of
the blood industry is a lot worse than this punctual fact. India, China, USA, Russia are reinforcing their armies, rockets are
pointed from China to California, and USA are opening a military basis in Australia to be close to China … maybe Cold War is
not really finished after all …

TO THINK OR NOT TO SINK
I feel so fucking sick now. So sick of them telling me what i am and what I'm not.
I don't wanna live by the clock. I don't wanna be a reflection in those fucking mirrors.
I wanna see through. I wanna live through.
We wanna see through. We wanna live through.
I wish I could still wander and feel alive as I waste my time.
I don't need this pressure, no I don't!
I don't need to be a part of this world, cause I think I found my way.
I found what I wanted to be.
Trying will be my epitaph, and I am proud today,
Cause I'm not afraid of failure anymore, no more.
Those images will fade away but the memories of what we were will shine forever.
The sound will remain, and the words will stay the same.
Those songs spoke to me once and it saved my life.
Those songs spoke to me once and it saved my fucking life.
They'll speak to you too, if you can listen and not just hear.
I wish we can sing together 'till our voices break all the chains.
So sing these songs to think, to not sink !
Music changed us. This music changed us. Some words, some guitar trick, some songs taught us more than a thousand
hours of course. We were weak, shy and lost, now we are weak, shy and lost but a bit less.

AS WE WASTE
Abandoned on a bridge burning from both ends.
Future is a word becoming meaningless.
Violence is putting us on our knees.

A dead end… there will be no happy ending!
Carbon sphere, we’re carbonised!
Food we eat, we’re cannibals!
Hopeless fear for tomorrow!
No more waiting but taking action, our reaction has to begin now!
It’s like every living form has to be killed by human presence:
Weakening nature, waiting for viruses to take it all away.
And we’re aware but don’t act, frozen, by changing everything,
For something this fucking economy can’t even measure.
Money sphere keeping control!
Fucking greed is killing the earth!
Human fear of the unknown!
No more waiting but taking action, our reaction has to begin now!
It has to begin now!!
The earth’s been covered by so much concrete,
Where will we burry our deads?
Nuclear winter, rising water, climate change?
I don’t care what’ll bring the end; I’m just focused on how to change?
To stop being at war with our own home. I want to live in peace with it.
Cause this is a piece of heaven, but hell is the others.
Maybe I won’t be so sorry to pile up the dead.
Not so sorry…
This is not new: our life is creating death. We change everything around us, but we don’t change our way to live in order to
be more respectful of where we are. Indians (Native Americans) had it all right, being nomad to not waste their camping
environment, killing just what they need to eat…then the European came and disturbed it all…how metaphoric? Sometime it
just blows my mind, how stupid we can be about nature.
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